THE WAY OF LOVE
Upon arrival:
The couple will always be accompanied until their arrival at CasaSandra. They are received at
the International Airport of Cancun or from somewhere agreed with foresight.

You can choose between the following transportation options:
-Luxury (Black Luxury): Trip in Limousine
-Classic: Travel in Van.
-Air: Private plane.
Upon arrival at the hotel, you will be greeted with wet wipes that smell orange and a refreshing
welcome cocktail of cucumber, lemon and mint.
During the entire stay and for all the guests, Ser CasaSandra includes in its rates:
-Discount in all rooms, which varies depending on the season in which the event takes place
- Awaken your senses with a daily breakfast, on a platform overlooking the sea

-Meditation and relaxation with the deep touch of quartz, every Saturday, to start the
wonderful day
-School yoga at 9:00 a.m., from Wednesday to Sunday
The magic first night:
Ser CasaSandra gives you the most luxurious room for free: Master Suite, with a special
decoration in its honor, accompanied by a fruit basket and samples of the best sparkling wines
of the region.
For the special day:
Lovers who choose to be CasaSandra for their wedding, could enjoy activities that we have
designed for this special day, from a refreshing cocktail for the guests, a tasting of Mexican
snacks or a delicious wedding dinner, all prepared with exquisite pleasure and your taste.
The ceremony:
To Ser CasaSandra, this moment is the peak of our commitment. We offer you the performance
of religious ceremonies, civil and; In addition, honoring the ancestral traditions of the ancestors

of this beautiful island and invoking the energy of the cosmos for the union of the bride and
groom, Mayan rites are conducted by a shaman, with sounds of snails, drums and always the
flame of imperishable love.
Unique experiences:
The path of love is designed for the souls that come to this place to merge as a single being.
Therefore, you have the opportunity to enjoy with your partner, family and friends experiences
such as:
-Class of yoga on the banks of the river or the sea
-Cine under the stars
-Meditation collective
-Painting class
-Lecture of poetry
-Integrating the guests to a community job
-Visits to places on Holbox Island
-Class of Mexican and Yucatecan food

-I go by boat to a virgin beach
-I ride on horseback at the seashore
-Pass boat to Birds’ Island and the mangrove, including crocodile hunting
- Boat trip through the Caribbean Sea with possible dolphin warning and fishing along Catoche
Cape
-Visit the ruins of Dzitn Cenote and the colonial
-Visit the ruins of Ek Balam and the colonial city of Valladolid.
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-Swim with the largest fish in the world and possible sighting of rays and sea turtles

... And much more to appreciate on this beautiful island.
Remember that…

"The path of love has no end, just as lovers are not found anywhere. They find each other all the
time"
Thank you for making us part of your happiness ...

